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Support deleted boffin's email folder (2-3)
Southfork open for development? Sold! (6,3)
Flies to America (7)
Elects Putin at last, following Soviet revolution (5,2)
Pink 'un teaches new interns "no nonsense on this paper!" (4-5)
Chemist behind back street in Dole (7)
Checked the books of car firm Tesla (East Germany) (7)
British acting school "gutted"; well, it has a point (7)
Old Python Cleese ultimately displays gem-like quality (7)
Czech oversensitive about poetry technique (4,5)
Spanish nobleman concealed a large ring (7)
Drench Tibetan ox, according to Spooner, to make original food parcel (4,3)
It's dispensed over the bar on the rocks (7)
Exposed backside after gentleman sent back Italian dish (7)
Making films in black and white often shown in theatre (1-6)
Dance provocatively, resistance melting for a change (5)

Monseur, Etna is unstable for climbers (12)
Chicken soup supply is missing; investigate! (5,2,2)
A hard man- not a gentleman- turns up in Vladimir's cottage (5)
Choose carefully- The Devil guards hellish pit! (7)
Escoffier's special ingredient? (2,2,4,4)
Band hanger-on carries the can for rehab class (5,7)
Arab state's had a change of heart about United stars (7)
Greek doctor had Latin translation of chiaroscuro (5,3,4)
Berlioz finally settled in Vienna to grow old and wrinkly (5)
University links allegedly create financial security (7)
Massage involving extreme pressure for joint protection (4,3)
I'm fed up, off and on, during whole midsummer (3,2,2)

Solution 15,522

Monsieur, Etna is unstable for climbers (12)
Chicken soup supply is missing; investigate! (5,2,2)
A hard man- not a gentleman- turns up in Vladimir's cottage (5)
Choose carefully- The Devil guards hellish pit! (7)
Escoffier's special ingredient? (2,2,4,4)
Band hanger-on carries the can for rehab class (5,7)
Arab state's had a change of heart about United stars (7)
Greek doctor had Latin translation of chiaroscuro (5,3,4)
Berlioz finally settled in Vienna to grow old and wrinkly (5)
University links allegedly create financial security (7)
Massage involving extreme pressure for joint protection (4,3)
I'm fed up, off and on, during whole midsummer (3,2,2)

Solution 15,522